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patrioticgentile_666 wrote:
My experience during my days as Bible prophecy/whistleblower student is pretty much summed up by what you describe.

The "fellow whistleblowers" around me would always talk smack about people who meditate, or practice yoga, claim that "they're causing America's downfall/Jewhovah's judgement", and remember.....to the Judeo-Xian program, good is evil, evil is good.

They were seriously the dumbest and stupidest people anyone can imagine, who obsess 24/7 about being warlords and criminals for yahwisheewashee/jewhovah, and they pride themselves in having toxic, and hateful personalities and how America is doomed. The worst of the worst of them even stated that Xmas is evil, and shouldn't be celebrated because it doesn't align with communistic beliefs of the bible (anti-gift giving, anti-personal/luxury properties, anti-joy, ANTI-LIFE).

Basically, this is where all the stupidity of these idiots begins with. Christianity creates a schism in the human mind. It tries to "deny" the lower instincts and suppress them by hitting them on the head with nonsense about how this is "moral".

The above, creates a situation where the most uncontrollable instincts of stupidity, need to dominate at any cost, kill or attack, and so on, ferment themselves in the background, oftentimes not only unrecognized but repressed on the maximum.

These great drives for murder, death and destruction that are very much existing in Christians in this form, also parallel those of Muslims.

Slowly, these start bleeding into society and societal norms. It is no mistake that most criminals have the "only God can judge me" and other Christian nonsense tattooed on them, or giant crosses and so on. These are representations of these undisciplined souls that they have, which are parallel to those of animals or lower.
The hate ranges from Christian to Christian. When they boast about how America is going to be destroyed, they are just expressing their own inner desires on the subject.

The constant application of this wrong program, takes human beings down the rails.

It is funny also how the United States, the most obsessed egoistically over the "ego-less" religion of Christianity, is literally the Nation with the biggest egos on earth, for better or for worse.

Thanks to Christianity, that is 9 out of 10 times for the worst, while the US could produce amazing personalities.

Going back to the subjects of hate and so on, this is very obvious. Christians constantly rave that their own Nation who gave birth to them, and is also "Officially Christian", is somehow persecuting Christians, or is "The Whore Babylon" and other nonsense.

That is because Christians are programmed to pretend they are persecuted, even when they own most of the National Infrastructure or literally most things as slaves of the Jews and so on.

They just have to pretend, same as jews, who even after having taken over most places in the West, have to pretend they wuz in Auschwitz n Shiet in 2022 or something.

Of course, as "harlot America" destroys herself, they will revile in the most basic hatred and joy while they are at it, enjoy megatons of expressed and repressed hatred as they see random people dying for not having complied to their genocidal program.

The above, is merely basic psychology of how repressed emotions work. Christians become slowly toxic monsters as they engage in this program.

As these are repressed, these drives grow and grow, and they are never individuated inside the human self, let alone sublimated or recognized as existing. The highest level of a Christian is when they completely pretend these do not exist, all while the cancer in them has grown so much that their pastors do rape or something in Christian Schoolboy camps.

Generally, these people are worse than even wild animals, as wild animals are animals that are presenting their urges, while most Christians are just walking
time bombs of repression and evil.

If you want to find hate, jealousy, spite, petty games, backstabs, endless hypocrisy, and you are ready to see untold amounts of evil, the only thing one has to do is get in the "Church".

The more people walk inside the odious enemy programs, which are designed to ruin people and make them civilization hating mobs, then one will want to escape. Christians are to where they read verses about killing their own homeland and giving it to the "tribe of David" in the church and they pretend they are "Nationalists".

They then read verses about poverty, how God loves retards, how if you are maimed and fully retarded you are "Good" in the eyes of the lord, and so on, so forth, it's endless. These things register in their minds and manifest in their lives accordingly.

Of course, Christians are mostly hypocrites. All the people who are merely trying to live normally or just are living life, will oftentimes say things like "I am a Christian", even though they know these values and how they live do not reconcile with their "Religion" in anyway.

In general Christians are living in a schizoid situation where their opposing values between themselves, what is logical, and their "belief system", are all in opposition and destroy them on a daily basis.

These dangerously opposing views, and the rest of the moral system of Christianity which is filled with disorganization and contradictions, or mere emotional retardation, turns people progressively insane.

Most people out there merely say they are "Christians", but they are not. This guarantees them mental health. More natural people also don't give a crap about any of this, and rightfully so. The degree of them not giving a fuck is always directly correlated to how healthy these individuals are.

The reason this happens is because most people believe in "God" as it's in the biology of our species to do so. It is normal. But they have no clue of what "God" they believe in or anything.

A Christian should be sized up to the extent they have imparted or not imparted in themselves the deadly hebrew program. For example, a lot of people have only 1% of this into their minds. Despite the claims, they are not "Christian". Others however, even many proclaimed "atheists" or "mediocre Christians" have
20 or 50% of the odious program in their minds.

The general degree of lunacy and evil also presents itself in a united parallel to how stupid, vile and evil a person is.

As people try to maintain one thing, for example, their Nation, and they pretend they are "pro Nation", they read nonsense from the Bible that their Nation is "Evil" because it's not led by the Tribe of David. Then, they do everything as a voting body to make sure the offspring of the Jews makes it into power.

They believe this subconsciously, so no matter what they say to others, they subconsciously hate their own Nation because it's not ruled by Jews. Then the Jews sit on the chair, and they bomb Iran, Iraq, start WW3 over nothing and what have you, trolling them.

This hate manifests in themselves in many ways - social implosion, eroding their own culture, or just electing stupid kikes that will totally Talmudize their Nation until everyone is dead.

The rabbit hole goes far deeper, but the above should give an outlook of how evil a soul becomes from engaging in these programs.
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Over 95% of those "evil people" who meditate had/have less toxic personalities (let alone at all), eat/live healthy and social lives, lend their helping hands to people, and overall, wanna make the world a better place. These "evil hell-bound people" are literally the ones who have helped me out in life.

That was one of the defining "awakening" moments that made me seriously reflect and reevaluate the types of people I surround myself with, they weren't too far off from the Westboro Baptist Church, except with a bit of "patriotic/conspiracy whistleblower string".

Fighting for Constitutional rights......yet at the same time, proclaiming that America will fall "anyway" because the Jews say so in their rituals (Book of RevaLIEtion), so basically fighting a battle you know you will lose. That, among many others, was the kind of stupidity, idiocy and nonsense that I was surrounded with.

...
People who meditate, even if they do very basic meditations, are better people.

For one, they are looking "within", with whatever this entails. This creates a sense of open mindedness and more awareness. Through open mindedness, there arises a sense of self, and meditation integrates also awareness of other people through awareness of one's self.

Knowing this, the enemy tried to at first stop, then hijack the new meditation systems and so on by infesting them with garbage. When this does not work, they throw tantrums of a talmudic nature.

Regardless, humanity is largely moving on. As humanity moves on, it will leave Christians behind. The Christians are looking at the obsolete status of their fake program as a "war against Christianity" and "the devil at work".

They cannot see that Christianity really has nothing to offer to themselves or society, besides illness and internal decay. And that humanity is healing past this. Muslims are equally insane and more genocidal over this.

Why these people constantly want "Civilization to fall", is because they are programmed to that end by the Jews.

In fact, they are programmed with many more parameters through the bible, like literal robots, which are parameters to literally "lose" the war to the Jews in every level and area of life, but also other more nefarious programs.

In their warped mind, any person that does not follow their program, is an enemy on the automatic. They do not see white black and grey, they only see black everywhere.

I heard Christians before and how much they want everyone to die, because they do not follow "The Word". Basically, they are espousing openly a genocide of all Races and Nations, but nobody stops them, because they always say this is "because of love".

One has to also be seriously mentally handicapped to want all the planet to die over this. Yet, this is the message of the "Revelations" which these idiots worship as a "Holy book".

As they see humanity goes on and nobody cares for them, they go into rabid. But many more people from this program will simply escape. It just takes a little decency and honesty to look at their own program and see it's all about nonsense and hate.
All of these lead to damnation and accelerate downfall.

We will rise from that downfall, so we must welcome it.
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